Download this PDF to your computer and go to www.livescribe.com/player
On iOS, open the PDF in Livescribe+

The class is a 2 for 1, you are doing 2 or more math classes at once. Work extra hard.

3 or more days a week
- 3 or more hours a day
- 3 math courses to choose from

ALEKS Tutorial Video
- Used in Druin Lecostic Front Door in Course Materials
- I don’t know - Give only - If you have never seen before.
- Not sure about something? Ask your name

Learning Page
- Topic Carousel (4:30)
- Purpose of ALEKS time is to learn math and pass exams, NOT to complete assignments

ALEKS Sign Up Tutorial
- Get a computer
- Don’t jump ahead
- Go to www.ALEKS.com
- Fill the yellow box taking “New student sign up now” and click it
- Enter the course code: PT6M3-CTTUG- one click away
- Verify you’re in the correct class
- Either use your existing login info or create a new account
- Fill in your information and write it down
- Use your school email address. Alesusname@mojave.ac.edu
- Enter your financial aid access code

Access Code: 1738A-AA65B-58DF4-89130
- Complete your initial knowledge check - don’t use any outside resources to include a phone, friend, or computer. This is for you.
This class is a Z for 1, you are doing Z or more math classes on wine, work extra here!

3 or more days a week
3 or more hours a day
3 math experts to choose from.

ALEKS Tutorial Video
- Video on Parental Consent Form in Course materials
- "I don't know" Click only if you have never seen before.
- Not sure about something? Click then name
- Learning Page
- Topic Carousel (4:30)
- Purpose of ALEKS time is to learn math, pass exams, NOT to complete assignments.

ALEKS Sign Up Tutorial
- Get a Computer
- Don't jump ahead
- Go to www.ALEKS.com
- Find the yellow box labeled "New Student Sign up now" and click it
- Enter the course code: PTGM3-CTGUG- and click Continue
- Verify you're in the correct class.
- Either use your existing login info or create a new account.
- Fill in your information and write it down.
- Use your School email address: Atlas username @mccarvenicollege.edu
- Enter your financial aid access code

Access code: 1738A-AA658-5BDF4-89130
- Complete your initial knowledge check - do not use any outside resources to include a phone, friend, or calculator. This is for you.